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2. The business must be in beginning periods of advancement. Generally, beginning

period includes the first two years of business operations.

The candidate must show capacity to pay incubator rents while they create positive

income.

The candidate must have an administration group that the CIO feels can deal with the

specialized parts of the business. The administration group ought to have

entrepreneurial business astuteness or acknowledge counsel from an incubator built up

admonitory board.

5. The candidate business must accept counsel from the expert system as well as the CIO.

6. The product or services the candidate plans to provide through the incubator must be

specialized and address the needs of one specific sector. The incubates should also give

financial advantages to the region including creating new occupations and open doors

for zone providers and sellers.

7. The candidate must also give the total number of incubation hours required per week

and expected duration ofthe project.

6. EXIT POLICY:

The exit of any Start-Ups from Incubation Centre may result:

1. On completion of duration of the project (Maximum duration for any Start-Up will be 3

Years.)

2. Nonperformance or under performance of the business venture

3. When the number of employees of the company exceeds 20

4. When the annual turnover of the company exceeds Rs. 2 cores

5. Violation of any institute policy

6. Any other reason for which institute finds it necessary for the Start-Up to leave.

successful entrepreneurship will be as

with the help of multiple stakeholders

programme at a very early stage.
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